In the Box
- Headset assembled with Forehead Pad, Nose Pad and Frame Insert
- Compute Pack
- Controller
- 2x 45W USB-C Chargers
- 2x USB-C Cables for Compute Pack and Controller
- 2x Power plug cables
- Fit Kit with additional Nose Pads and Forehead Pads
  Use with Custom Fit App on device to customize the Headset fit
- Overhead Strap for Headset
- Shoulder Strap for Compute Pack
- Wrist Strap for Controller
- Cleaning Cloth
- Carry Case
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Controller
Step 1  Wear the Compute Pack

Option 1: Pocket

With the Power button on the outside, slide the back-half of the Compute Pack into a pocket or waistband until it’s fixed and secure.

CAUTION: Do not block the Compute Pack air vents while in use.

Option 2: Shoulder Strap

Clip the Shoulder Strap hooks to the Compute Pack posts. Wear the strap over your shoulder, just like a messenger bag. Adjust the strap length for optimal positioning and comfort.

Step 2  Turn on the Compute Pack

Press and hold the power button on the Compute Pack until the LED lights begin to illuminate.
Step 3

Put on Headset

Step 3.1
To get the best fit, remove any head or hair accessories (e.g. headbands or hair bands) that may obstruct the Headset from sitting flush around the head.

Step 3.2
Optional Prescription Inserts

Pull back firmly to remove the Frame Insert, then replace it with your Prescription Insert.

Step 3.3
Before wearing, remove the clear film covers from the Headset.

Using the tab extensions, gently remove the film covers from each lens and the center camera panel.

Step 3.4
Open the Headset like a pair of headphones by pulling apart the Back Band until it fits over your head.

CAUTION: Be careful not to over expand the Back Band.

Step 3.5
Unlike a pair of glasses, the Headset is not meant to sit directly on your ears. For the best experience, rest the front of the Headset on the bridge of your nose, with the Sidearms angled slightly above your ears.
CAUTION: Make sure the Cable is free and not tangled up in the back of the Headset.

Step 3.6
Secure the Headset by pushing the Back Band together with both hands.

Step 3.7
Optional Overhead Strap
If the back of the Headset slips while wearing the device, simply add the Overhead Strap.

With the velcro side of the strap facing upwards, thread both ends through the Eyelets on either side of the Headset.

Place the Headset back on your head, continue adjusting the Overhead Strap until it’s secure and comfortable, then fasten the velcro.
Step 4  
Connect the Controller

To power on, press and hold the Home button until you hear the tone and see the LED light.

If the LED light is blue, it isn’t paired. To fix this, directly connect the Controller to the Compute Pack by using the USB-C to USB-C cable included in the box.

**CAUTION:** Do not disconnect the Controller until you’ve fully updated and paired it with your device.

---

Step 5  
Custom Fit Application

Make sure you’re wearing your Headset and the device is powered on. From the home menu, open the Custom Fit application and follow the steps to ensure:
- Comfortable wear over longer periods of time
- Largest field of view
- Clearest content
- Most accurate dimming

**Note:** Have your Fit Kit ready. Based on your customization needs, the app may recommend different Nose Pads and Forehead Pads.

**CAUTION:** To replace Nose Pad, grip between fingers and pull straight out of headset, not down.
For more resources to help you get started, visit:
developer.magicleap.cloud
care.magicleap.com

For full safety and care instructions, see the Magic Leap 2 Safety Guide.

CAUTION: Do not remove silicon sock from plastic Nose Pad stems.